WHY DO I NEED TO
SEND IN A TEMPLATE?

For custom mattresses with curved edges, we need to be
sure that the mattress made for you fits perfectly.
Supplying a template ensures that we manufacture your
mattress to an exact fit, including all curves and shapes.
Custom sized mattresses with square edges can be
manufactured without a template and you will only need
to supply us with your dimensions.

Follow these three steps to create your custom mattress with ease.

One
Prepare a piece of
paper (broadsheet
newspaper is
normally best).

Two
Simply trace around
your old mattress or
the inside of your
furniture onto this
paper.

Three
Cut it out and place
the template you
have now created
inside your furniture,
to make sure that
you are happy with
the fit.

FINALLY, PUT YOUR NAME AND ORDER
NUMBER ON THE TEMPLATE AND POST TO:
Dont forget to print, sign and enclose the Custom Mattress
Disclaimer form with your custom mattress template.
FAO Custom Dept
Green Sheep Group
The Green, Snitterfield,
Warwickshire CV37 0JE
United Kingdom

If you have any questions
about creating your
template, please contact an
advisor on 0800 028 1433.

CUSTOM MATTRESS DISCLAIMER.
•
•

Please tick the following boxes as they apply.
Once the disclaimer has been completed and signed, please send this with
your template to the following address ;

Custom Department
Green Sheep Group Ltd
The Green
Stratford Upon Avon
CV37 0JE
(If you’ve already posted your template, please email your completed disclaimer to
hello@thelittlegreensheep.co.uk)


I have created and cut out a template for my round edged custom mattress.
We recommend using newspaper as we can't accept a template that is
see-through.



I have read and understood the guidelines for ‘making a template’.



I have tried the template inside my Moses Basket/Crib/Cot, and it is
a perfect fit



I understand that my Custom order cannot be cancelled once processed.



I am aware that my mattress will take 3-4 weeks to manufacture, once my
template has been received.



I understand that my Custom order cannot be processed until my template
has been received.



I understand that my template may be rejected if it does not meet the
required standard, and the Little Green Sheep may request a replacement
before processing my order any further.



I understand the customer is responsible for paying the correct postage costs.
Failure to do so may result in additional costs and delays to your order.

Signed:
Name Printed:

Date:

